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Concordia University Texas is dedicated to the mission of developing Christian leaders. Founded in 1926,
Concordia is proud to be Austin’s leading Christian university, where Christ is honored and students of all
backgrounds are welcomed. We are guided by our vision to be the premier university where the adventure
of faith, learning and life-changing experiences leads to meaningful work.
CTX is a regionally accredited institution of higher education, offering undergraduate and graduate degrees
through a variety of delivery methods. We offer over 50 majors and concentrations.
Concordia’s campus, unique in its natural setting on a preserve, is conveniently located minutes from
both downtown Austin and the Texas Hill Country. Our location provides students with resources and
opportunities to learn, explore and thrive in the best of both worlds — a small school and a big city.

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

In our studio art program you will discover the fine arts of painting, photography, ceramics, sculpture and
installation art alongside studies in illustration, design and video. As an artist, you will learn professional
exhibiting practices that leverage a hybrid of skills to communicate in galleries, museums and beyond.
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MEANINGFUL WORK IN ART

Our current offering is a Minor in Art with the added flexibility to
enable you to pursue a career in fields such as art exhibition, art
administration, art conservation, art therapy and art education with a
major in:


Business Administration



Environmental Science



Behavioral Sciences



Communication



Psychology



Chemistry



Education

Employers including those of
business, education, advertising
and science seek critical thinkers
with creative training and visual
literacy. Regardless of major, the
Art minor’s curriculum produces
versatile graduates able to stand
out in the competitive job market.
Your minor in Art will make you
unique in the eyes of those
interviewing you for the job you
can’t wait to have right out of
college!

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS

Photography
Have you seen photographs that “freeze” the detail of splashing
water? Using your phone or other fancier cameras, you will learn
to capture spectacular action photographs of objects breaking,
splashing and colliding!
Painting
Learn to make your own custom paintings! From recreating images
of your favorite vacation spot to painting pictures of digital glitches,
you’ll acquire all the skills needed to impressive yourself and others.
Student work is displayed throughout the university and paintings also
make great gifts for the special people in your life.
Color
Pixar produces some of the most fun images of light and color.
Through projects of color bending, morphing and optical illusions, you
will learn to replicate a colorful scene from your favorite Pixar movie.
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